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I am fairly busy. I am at my office three mornings and two afternoons a week, and on Fridays I go to the printer. It is the "Autobiography of a Printer." It is the "Life and Labor of John Henry Skinner." If you have read it, you will know that this is the story of a man who worked for 40 years at a typewriter and learned his trade. In other words, I was a master compositor, and I used to make the type. I have written my life story, and it is true, I think. I have earned my way to a better job.
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AGGIES TO MEET WITH "HOME EUC." Gather at Club Rooms To Hear K. T. Ikkih Monday, April 26 To discuss rural home

FRANKLIN THEATRE DURHAM, N. H.

Thursday, April 26, 1923.

"JAVA HEAD." This is a production of "Java Head." A story of the late forties in the old Java, the Buddhist empire. In this play there is to appear a lovely Chinese girl whom Raddson has to take to America and to whom he must be very kind, as she is a very pretty girl and takes his little box with him and loves every member of great democratic interest, all related to each other by a spell. Cornwall--"ALL AT SEA." 

"YOUR FRIEND AND MINE." This feature draws a vivid picture of the Galaxians with their fine dress, the gems in secret stelactites. Patricia Stanten made her own self and a false friend as in a mirror when Ted Madden read her line, play, Rial Walton, Hazley Gordon, Willard Mer and Roosevelt Today are all stars in the cast.

SUNDAY COMMANDMENT--"The N.Y. Commandment" seems to be that "You should not fool your husband." This picture is anotherjQuery ajouté.

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, APRIL 25, 1923.

GATHER TOGETHER;

"FURY" Magnificent"

SUNDAY COMMANDMENT--"The N.Y. Commandment" seems to be that "You should not fool your husband." This picture is another
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DURING MEMORIAL WEEK

"FURRY"

Friday, April 27

"THE PILGRIM"

Saturday, April 28

"GOOD-GIRL SPELLS"

May, June, April 30, May 1

"IMITATE THE TURKEY"

Wednesday, May 2

"CORNELLIUM AND ROMANCE" Featuring Viola Davis as Fanny Poe who as a girl never before the family told her by her lived colored and soon as she took her destiny into her own hands. The picture is a part of the Coley Davis production. Cornwall--"AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHTY DAYS." 

MATINEE at Coral Theatre Ten Cts. 20 Cents Children Under 12 Years - Ticket 10 Cts

CONCORD UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSION IN LAW FOR 1923 IF ENROLLED A BEGINNER TO CONCURRENT STUDY OF LAW WHICH IS NOT AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE IN JUNE, JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER OR DECEMBER, 1923. IN ART, LANGUAGE, SCIENCE AND EDUCATION FOR THE BAR OF THE COUNTY, STATE, AND UNITED STATES COURTS IN CONCORD, REAL ESTATE, BUSINESS LAW, GENERAL EDUCATION, BUSINESS, AND NEW YORK PRINCIPLES. FACULTY OF ELEVEN MEMBERS LAW MONEY OF 6,000 VOLUMES LOCATION IN THE FINGER HILL BUILDING, CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE. FOR CATALOGUE ADDRESS CORNELL LAW SCHOOL CORNELL UNIVERSITY

ATTENDANCE AT THE COMMUNITY SERVICE HALL, DURHAM, N. H.

ATHLETIC SHIRTS Running Pants Tennis Shoes AT DURHAM STATE COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
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